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1. Summary
NFTopia aims to be the leading marketplace for digital art across all blockchains, bringing
powerful, much-needed tools in the hands of both artists and art-lovers!
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●

Layer 2 platform on Ethereum with subsecond, gas-free transactions

●

Cross-chain bridge for digital art AND funds

●

State-of-the-art anti-bot security measures, to give all art-lovers equal opportunity

●

Powerful tools to assist digital art creators and help spread the word of their project

●

KYC and verification of roadmap for new and existing digital art projects (Optional)

●

Tools for digital art traders and collectors to help determine the best collection for them

●

Non-custodial and decentralized governance and revenue sharing token - TOPIA

The TOPIA Token is a one-of-a-kind limited availability opportunity, that offers fee reduction,
transparent revenue sharing, and governance like never before.

2.The Mechanics
a. Layer 2 on Ethereum
Simply put Layer 2 is a blockchain of its own, on top of Ethereum. Layer 2 is designed to handle
micro-transactions with low gas fees and subsecond speed. This solves the obvious problem of
interacting with low-price digital art on Ethereum. High gas fees also turn new digital art (NFT)
enthusiasts away and direct them to different blockchains with lower gas such as Solana and
others.
The future of asset trading is digital. We’re ensuring NFTs are traded in an open, decentralized
ecosystem, secured by Ethereum:
●

Zero gas fees for peer-to-peer trading.

●

No custodial risk; users keep their private keys.

●

Massive scalability! Over 10,000 transactions per second!

●

Secured by Ethereum. A true L2 inheriting security of L1.

●

Any digital art that is created or traded on NFTopia.market is emission-free for our World

b. Cross-chain bridge (for NFT and coins)
NFTs are the future of digital asset ownership. NFT trading volume has grown from USD 13.7
million in the first half of 2020 to USD 2.5 billion in the first half of 2021, and we have only
scratched the surface of the potential depth and utility of NFTs. Already, we have seen
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mainstream artists launch NFT projects, major brands enter the space, and existing
decentralized finance (DeFi) projects (e.g. Uniswap) making NFTs a core part of their offering and we’re just getting started.
With that in mind, there is also a noticeable dilution of both NFT creation and interest across
multiple blockchains. So, for any marketplace to truly be a leader, it needs to offer cross-chain
capability and easily bridge funds in a secure and decentralized manner. NFTopia.market
integrated the leading Cosmos Gravity Bridge to offer easy access at a highly secure network to
allow free movement between numerous blockchains.

c. Anti-bot security measures
Scalper bots and any unwanted botted activity on any marketplace (on or off-chain) is a
collector’s nightmare. In fact, many collectors turn to bots themselves, just so they have a
chance of purchasing the piece of art they desire. NFTopia.market integrated numerous anti-bot
features, which shall not be discussed in this whitepaper, in order to disable someone to create
a workaround of those methods.

d. Tools for digital art creators
Cross-chain transfer of verification rights, a redesigned, gas-free mint engine, and API
integration are just the start!
To make building NFT applications easier, NFTopia.market wraps this scaling engine in a set of
powerful REST APIs. On NFTopia.market, every interaction, from minting to trading to
transferring, is as simple as an API call. Converting complex asynchronous blockchain
interactions, which can take minutes or hours, into synchronous REST API calls, is a powerful
upgrade to existing blockchain development paradigms. Without the need to interact directly
with smart contracts, new entrants in the space, such as established gaming and content
companies can launch better projects, faster.

3.The TOPIA token
There are currently three core utilities for the TOPIA token
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a. Fees
Digital Art creators need to pay their fees in the native TOPIA token. This can either be paid
directly in TOPIA, or NFTopia.market will automatically swap the actual purchase currency (e.g.
ETH, USDT) for TOPIA on the open market. This ensures a constant demand for the TOPIA
token.

b. Revenue Sharing
Each TOPIA token will correspond to a % of profits accumulated each month. TOPIA holders
will be eligible for revenue sharing if they had participated in the governance aspect of the token
at least once over the last 30 day period.
Example:
Max Supply - 1,000 total TOPIA
Person A holds 20 TOPIA
Profit for December 2021 = 500 Topia
Person A receives 10 TOPIA as an equal profit share.

c. Governance
Token holders will be able to vote on token-related proposals via decentralized governance.
Proposals will include topics such as how to allocate token reserves, voting on developer
grants, activating daily rewards, and changes in token supply. Other proposal categories may be
added via the appropriate decentralized governance processes. Our goal is to continuously add
to the utility and decentralization of the Token through user voting. In order to submit a proposal
for voting, an individual needs to own a certain threshold of tokens, which will be determined at
a later date. The Foundation has the right to propose items to be put to vote that are seen as
positive for the ecosystem as a whole and will perform a facilitation role in the curation of
proposals that will be voted on by all Token holders. All votes that successfully pass will be
executed accordingly and as soon as feasible given consideration of commercial and
technological implementation limitations. The more tokens a user holds, the greater their voting
power.
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d. Tokenomics
Max supply - 20,000,000 TOPIA

Purpose
Ecosystem

Allocation
35%

Development

Description
Allocated portion for user rewards, developer grants,
liquidity provision, and marketing purposes. See full
breakdown below.

Founders Fund

25%

Allocated to the development of the NFTopia.market
mechanics. This includes core-team holdings

Pre Sale

25%

Allocated to semi-private institutional and individual
sales.

Public Sale

10%

Allocated mainly for liquidity provision for exchanges
(centralized and decentralized exchange such as
Binance, FTX, Raydium, Uniswap, etc.).

Foundation reserve

5%

Reserved for treasure. Starting funds for governance
operations

The ecosystem development allocation will be rewarded to those who conduct pro-network
activity on NFTopia.market. These rewards are designed to increase activity, broaden usage
applications, and incentivize third-party developers to use our technology to develop their
projects. Users will have multiple opportunities to receive rewards based on merit and activity in
or outside the NFTopia community. This includes, but is not limited to: invite contests,
spontaneous giveaways, meme competitions, creative content competitions. Developer grants
may be given to parties interested in developing on NFTopia.market, with milestones to ensure
developers contribute value to the protocol. Some funds will be allocated directly by the
Foundation, and some will be allocated by decentralized governance on the protocol.

e. Pre Sale Structure
Pre Sale Allocation - 5,000,000 TOPIA
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Level 1: Angel Investors and hall of fame backer
Minimum 0.1 ETH
Maximum 2 ETH per account
Sale Price 20,000TOPIA = 1ETH
Allocation: 1,250,000 TOPIA
Duration - TBA
Level 2: Early bird Special Presale
Minimum 0.1 ETH
Maximum 1.5 ETH per account
Sale Price 15,000TOPIA = 1ETH
Allocation: 1,250,000 TOPIA + unsold from previous stages
Duration - TBA
Level 3: Valued community members Presale
Minimum 0.1 ETH
Maximum 1 ETH per account
Sale Price 12,500 TOPIA = 1ETH
Allocation: 1,250,000 TOPIA + unsold from previous stages
Duration - TBA
Level 4: Final Presale
Minimum 0.1 ETH
Maximum 1Eth per account
Sale Price 10,000TOPIA = 1ETH
Allocation: 1,250,000 TOPIA + unsold from previous stages
Duration - TBA
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